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the hall)  Our two heroes, not being the brightest bulbs in the house, take the ogre 
literally, which is of course how they end up saving the day. 
ចេងអរ  a wide, flat basket used to winnow rice after harvesting 
ពរួ  a type of thick rope 
រចួជវតី ិ   to escape with one’s life; to have one’s life saved 
 

Multimedia Lesson Five: Multimedia Lesson Five: Multimedia Lesson Five: Multimedia Lesson Five:     An Episode from the Life of An Episode from the Life of An Episode from the Life of An Episode from the Life of 
the Buddhathe Buddhathe Buddhathe Buddha 
 
 
 
In this video, on your Multimedia CD-ROM, disk # 1, you’ll hear a Cambodian 
monk telling an episode from the story of Siddhartha’s life: where he goes 
outside the palace for the first time, and sees the four types of people, which 
causes him to start pondering the nature of suffering and the plight of hu-
mans trapped in the endless cycle of birth, death and rebirth.  You can follow 
along with his narration in the transcript on the next page.  As usual, ap-
proach these two texts a variety of ways: sometimes only watch the video, 
sometimes read along, consult the vocabulary list on the next page, try to 
write down the words you know, etc.  You should work for a good two 
hours with this video, and be able to tell the story yourself in class—though 
not necessarily as smoothly (or with as many fancy words) as the monk 
does.    
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េនះគជឺែផនកមួយ ៃនេរឿងរវ៉របសរ់ពះពទុ ធ  ។   រពះពទុ ធកលមិន
ទនប់នរតសដ់ងឹ  មនេឈម ះថរពះសិទ ធតថ  ។    េនសមយ័ៃថង
មួយ  េពលេលកកពំងុេសយរជយេនះ  មនបំណងចងេ់មល
ឧទយន គមឺនេដម េឈនិងផក ជេរចីន  េលកកេ៏របីឆននអមតយ
េអយេទទមឹរេទះ  េហយេទេមលឧទយន  ។ េទេមលេលកទមីួយ  
បនេឃញរបូមនសុសចស ់ េលកមិនបនេពញចតិតេទ  េហយ
បនសរួេទឆននអមតយ ៗ  បនរបបថ់ហនឹ ងជមនសុសចស ់ រពះ
សិទ ធតថករ៏តឡបម់កវញិ  ។   
 

េទេលកទពីីរ  េទេឃញមនសុសមនជងឺំ  ។   េហយកស៏រួេទៀត  
ឆននអមតយបនរបបថ់ ហនឹ ងជមនសុសឈឺ  ។  រពះអងគអតេ់ពញ
ចតិត  េហយករ៏តឡបម់កវងំវញិ  ។   េទេលកទបីី  េឃញមនសុស
សល ប ់ ។  កស៏រួេទអមតយេទៀត  អមតយហនឹ ងរបបថ់សកសព  
មនសុសសល ប ់   កម៏និេពញចតិត  រតឡបម់កវងំវញិ  ។ 
 

េទេលកទបីួន  ៃថងេនះវេសសិ   គេឺឃញេទវទតូហនឹ ងជអនកបួស  ។   
សរួេទឆននអមតយថ  ហនឹ ងជរបូអី?  ថហនឹ ងជរបូអនកបួស  
េហយកប៏នពនយលថ់របូអនកបួសហនឹ ងគជឺមនសុសែដលរចួផតុ
ចកទកុខ  ។   ករ៏ពះអងគេពញចតិតេនេពលេនះ  េហយរកសល
ឧទយនទលែ់តេពលរពលបេ់ទបបនចលូរពះបរមរជវងំវញិ  ។ 
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VocabularyVocabularyVocabularyVocabulary    
េរឿងរវ៉  story 
េនសមយ័ៃថងមួយ  one day 
េសយរជយ  to rule (literally “to eat the 
kingdom” 
ឧទយន  park 
ទមឹរេទះ  to yoke up a [horse] cart 
វងំ  palace 
សកសព  corpse 
វេសសិ   exceptional, different 
េទវទតូ  being who is a divine messen-
ger; can be said of all four types of peo-
ple that Siddhartha sees 

អនកបួស  monk, ascetic 
រចួផតុចកទកុខ  escape from  
suffering 
រកសល  =  េដរ េលង (royal) 
េពលរពលប ់dusk 
verb phrase 1 + េទប + verb phrase 
2 = when [and only when] verb 
phrase 1 is true, then verb phrase 2 
can/does occur 
រពះបរមរជវងំ  complete, “fancy” 
term for palace 

Chhana watches as 
Siddhartha leaves his 
sheltered life for good, 
casting off all posses-
sions and vanity 


